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EDITORIAL

Professional protest organizations, like many businesses, sometimes
have trouble keeping their messages straight. Last month, a paper in
our pages from Monsanto describing the production of biodegrad-
able plastic in transgenic mustard (Nat. Biotechnol. 17, 1011,
October) had both environmental groups and corporate biotechnol-
ogy doing cartwheels in an attempt to stay on the “right side” of an
issue that appears to us to have no wrong side.

Immediately after its publication, a Friends of the Earth
spokesperson, Pete Riley, denounced the Monsanto research as “a
publicity stunt,” insinuating that the technology isn’t safe. “They’re
trying to make out that what they are doing is not dangerous, but
beneficial, to the planet,” he said. According to Riley, we should be
curtailing our use of plastic and examining natural plastic alternatives
like “cellulose” instead of working on biodegradable equivalents.

Monsanto did not help matters either. First they issued a statement
touting the research and then, in the face of hostile publicity, they has-
tened to assure they had no plans to commercialize the technology. But
this was old news—biodegradable plastic is a long way from being
commercially viable and Monsanto abandoned plans to pursue it last
year. The timing of the new statements, however, made it seem as if they
were giving up on biodegradable plastics because it was “bad” in the
way that the terminator gene technology has now become “bad.”

The terrible irony in all of this is that, not long ago, Monsanto and
another professional protest organization, Greenpeace, found a com-
mon ground in biodegradable plastic, agreeing that it would be a good
alternative to ubiquitous and environmentally unfriendly PVC plastic.

They even collaborated on making a credit card out of the stuff. Called
Biocard, it first appeared in the UK in 1997, offered by The Co-opera-
tive Bank UK (www.co-operativebank.co.uk/greenpeace.html). To
quote the bank’s website, “For every account opened on-line,
Greenpeace receives a £10 donation from the bank (£5 for postal
applications) and then continues to receive a further 25p for every
£100 spent. This money will be used to fund our campaign for a PVC-
free future and other initiatives to counter abuses of the environment.”

A worthy project indeed. At the time, Peter Melchett, executive
director of Greenpeace UK thought enough of it to say “developing a
credit card based on non-PVC plastic sends another strong signal that
PVC is on the way out,” PVC then being the green campaign of the
moment.

But that was then, and this is now. Perhaps the most important
lesson from all this is that alliances can be made between biotechnol-
ogy and environmental groups, and it would be a shame to abandon
them because current public relations campaigns demand total pub-
lic opposition. For environmental organizations, perhaps the mes-
sage is that if you tar all genetic technologies with the same brush, you
will soon discover that you are in fact arguing against the very tools
that can help you in the causes you hold most dear—protecting
human health and the environment. And if you are a company devel-
oping these technologies, the message is that you must explain, accu-
rately and simply, why they are beneficial. Biodegradable plastic
offered one such opportunity—and biotechnology can’t “take it
back” every time the winds of public relations change direction.

As is too often the case when it comes to reporting biotechnology-
related news, there seems to be no discernible difference between the
facts as they are, and as some would like them to be. In a prominently
positioned story, “How Inquiry Into Tobacco Lost Its Steam,” in the
September 26, 1999 New York Times, veteran reporters Barry Meier
and David Johnston write this tantalizing opening sentence: “After
five years and millions of dollars, the Justice Department’s criminal
investigation of the tobacco industry boiled down to this: one misde-
meanor charge against an obscure biotechnology company.”

Fully nineteen paragraphs later, we learn that this charge stems
from government attempts to establish whether it had been lied to by
Brown & Williamson tobacco company executives “about efforts to
genetically engineer seeds to produce plants with higher nicotine levels.”

According to Meier and Johnston, regulators discovered that DNA
Plant Technology Corporation of Oakland, California had “devel-
oped” such a seed (code-named Y-1), prompting the Justice
Department to bring the “first and only charge…in the criminal
case,” accusing the firm of “conspiring with a cigarette maker to pro-
duce nicotine-enriched tobacco.”

And in a final telling paragraph, the reporters write “In January
1998, DNA Plant Technology pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor count
of conspiring to illegally export the Y-1 seeds and agreed to cooperate
in the Government’s continuing inquiry. Brown & Williamson offi-

cials were soon brought to testify before a grand jury in Washington.
But that inquiry also died. Raymond C. Marshall, a lawyer in San
Francisco who represented DNA Plant Technology, said he never
heard from Justice Department officials again.”

The relationship between the above and the truth is, at the most
charitable, extremely tenuous, at least as concerns the genetic engi-
neering part. DNAP did indeed accept a contract in 1983 from Brown
& Williamson, but it had absolutely nothing to do with the genetic
engineering of increased nicotine levels—a formidable feat of meta-
bolic reorganization that even today could not easily be accom-
plished. Rather, the then-truly obscure biotechnology company did
something much more straightforward. It took the Y-1 seed of Brown
& Williamson—which has a modest 5% increase in the nicotine con-
tent of its leaves, and ironically enough had actually been developed
in the 1970s at a USDA agricultural research station in Oxford, NC
through perfectly ordinary genetic crosses—and engineered it for
male sterility, a necessary commercial prerequisite to export.

While it is probable that the misrepresentations in the New York
Times story remain legally shy of falsehood, as they permit a parsing
worthy of modern-day presidents, their intent is nonetheless patent,
and deplorable. Agricultural biotechnology has enough public per-
ception problems without being used as a pawn in the political cru-
sades of mass media journalists.

Mixed messages

The truth about high-nicotine tobacco
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